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1. Answer the following questions : 1x10=l'0

(a) Write down the nth derivative of

cos(3x + 5).

/,
b) If u = f ( 

y-1, then obtain the value of\-' - \x/
du dux- + u-.
dx "dg

(c) The equation of a curve is logg = xLoga

What is tl-e length of the subtangent to

the curve at the Point P(x,gtr

(d.) Deflne {he curvature of a culve at point

on it.
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(e)

a

t2l

Write down the equation of the

asymptote of the curve xA-3x-4A=O
which is parallel to the x-axis.

rt f (x,yl=rog(x2 + a2l,then determit 
" 
9.
)s

value of

/ is an even

(3t

Answer the following questions : 2x5=10

(a) rf g =rog(ax * *'1, then find y,, .

h) find 4 for the curve r =creo.oto.
dg

(c) Show that

fix/ (sin x) d* = ;fff(sin 
x) dx

(d) Show that the area of a loop of tJle curve

r = acos2O i, no' 
.

8

(g) Choose the correct answer :

ftT:Fdx (ignoring the constant of

integration) equals

*J"'-"' o2 -1 x(L) 
, 

+-cos^-

*J"'-"' o2 . -1 xFU Z 
+-srn '-

Write down the

f .rt f (*l dx(a*o) where

function.

(iil

(iu)

(e) Find the volume generated by
about OX, tlre area bounded

3. Answer the foliowing questions :

revolving

bY a=x3

5x4=2O

@ (a.) If u = F (V - Z z- 4 x-y), then prove that

0u 0u 0u

a*- aa*E='

Or

If g= f k+cf)+Q(x-ct), then show that

(t) Evaluate f 'lr.ou* *,

(il Write down the intrinsic equation of the

'.o"nf{).calenary g=s. 
\c/

o'a 
- ^z o2v

;g -' a*"
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(b) Trace the curr/e x = a(g+sinO),
g=alJ-cos0); -n<B<n.

Or

Prove that the sum of the intercepts of
the tangent to the curve JV +,ty = Ja
upon the coordinate axes is constant.

(c) Evaluate :

edx
l-
J 3 +scosx

Or

dx

g * 4.lt *z* - *'

(d.) Find the perimeter of the circle
x2 +g2 =q2.

4. Answer either (a) or (b) :

(a) State the Leibnitz theorem and use it to
prove the following : 2+$+3=19

(t) (L - x2lAn * 2- (2n + Ll xgn * L- n2 An = O

where y = (sin-lx)2

(ii) v^ = 
(1- t)t 

if E = xn-L Logx
x

(51

Define homogenous function and its
degree. Also answer the following :

2+4+4=IO

(r) If u is a homogeneous function in
x and A of degree n having

continuous partial derivatives, then

prove that

( a -'2
I x:- +a+l , = n(n-tlu
\ dx -dA)

(ii) If u= cos-l -!!9=,then show that
4x+49

dudulx"* +u"" + acotu = 00x "dg 2

5. Answer either (a) or (b) :

(a) ft.) Find the as5rmptotes of the curve

*o -*2a2 +x2 +g2 -a2 =o.

(it) If p1 ,and pz are the radii of

curvature at the ends ,F and D of

conjugate diameters of the ellipse

(b)

*2 ,a2 -,7- a'-'
show that

p?/" *p7/t =

A7s-2000162,

a2 +b2

@b1z/s 5+5=10
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(b) Define cusp and isolated points' Search

for double points on the curve

x2a+x3a+5x4 =a2 2+8=10

6. (o) If un = f 
/2e*in" g dg and n > 1, then

prove that

n-L 1
un = 

-un-2 

i--;
nn'

(b) rf In =[t"'*x2)nl2 dx, t]ren show that

,^=4#!*4h-, 5

7. (a) Find the area of the region bound'ed by

the asteroid, x2l3 +a2/3 =a2/s. ,, 5

(b) Find the surface area of the solid

generated by revolving the cardioid

r =a,ll-cos0) about the initial line' 5

***
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